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QUESTION 1

You create two mappings that both use the same changed data and run at different times. One runs every 15 minutes
and the other runs once every day. 

What must you do to ensure that the Mapping that gets executed more often does not consume the changed data
required by the other Mapping? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Use Consistent CDC, do not perform a purge of the journal data when the first Mapping gets executed, and manually
change theJRN_SUBSCRIBERcolumn in the correspondingJ$table to keep the changed data present for the second
Mapping. 

B. Create a third mapping to copy the changed data to a staging table, which is used as the source of the second
Mapping. 

C. Duplicate the source data store for each Mapping. 

D. Create two distinct subscribers for each Mapping. 

Correct Answer: A 

(http://odiexperts.com/changed-data-capture-cdc/) 

 

QUESTION 2

You must run the same mapping concurrently while avoiding clashes of ODI temporary objects. 

How must you implement this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create a custom KM to handle this by using ODI variables defined at the Topology level to create unique temporary
object names. 

B. Use variables in the Logical Design of the Mapping to create unique temporary object names. 

C. Create a custom Knowledge Module (KM) to handle this by using ODI variables to create unique temporary object
names. 

D. Select the Use Unique Temporary Object Names check box at the Physical Design level. 

Correct Answer: D 

(https://blogs.oracle.com/dataintegration/entry/odi_12c_parallel_target_table) 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true about ODI web-based components? (Choose two.) 

A. ODI Console allows administrators to edit users\\' information. 

B. Enterprise Manager Cloud Control provides access to ODI data servers\\' settings. 
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C. ODI sessions can be monitored in Enterprise Manager Cloud Control. 

D. ODI Console provides access to project and mapping details. 

Correct Answer: AD 

(http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/data-integrator/overview/oracledi- architecture-1129425.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of following product is included in ODI web-based components? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. ODI Console 

B. Oracle GoldenGate 

C. Oracle WebLogic Server 

D. Oracle BPEL Process Manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have to loop through a Mapping step three times in a package by using variables. 

Identify the correct variable data type to create the loop. (Choose the best answer.) 

A. numeric 

B. alphanumeric 

C. date 

D. text 

Correct Answer: A 

(https://www.packtpub.com/packtlib/book/Big-Data-and-Business- Intelligence/9781849681742/4/
ch04lvl1sec31/Using%20variables%20to%20control%20loops%20i nside%20packages) 

 

QUESTION 6

You want to override the code generated by ODI and provide a custom SQL statement as the source of a Mapping. 

How must you proceed? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Duplicate theIntegration Knowledge Module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 
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B. Duplicate the Check Knowledge Module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 

C. In the Physical tab of a Mapping, click one of the source data stores, select the Extract Options, and enter the SQL
statement in theCUSTOM_TEMPLATEfield. 

D. Duplicate the Loading Knowledge module, add an optionCUSTOM_TEMPLATE, and set it within the Mapping. 

Correct Answer: C 

(https://blogs.oracle.com/dataintegration/entry/sessionizing_data_with_match_recognize) 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement is correct about all expressions in a Mapping? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. It is possible to set the execution location on source, staging area, or target. 

B. All transformations are executed on the staging area. 

C. Only the source and target servers can be used to execute expressions. 

D. All expressions are executed on the source area. 

Correct Answer: A 

(http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/integrate.1111/e12643/interfaces.htm#ODIDG1040) 

 

QUESTION 8

You are setting up the topology for an infrastructure with three different environments: Dev, QA, and Prod. How must
you create Logical Schemas? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create one Logical Schema per Physical Schema. 

B. Create one Logical Schema per Physical Schema that stores the same type of data. 

C. Create one Logical Schema per Data Server. 

D. Create one Logical Schema per Context. 

Correct Answer: D 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/odi/develop/setup_topology.htm#ODIDG174) 

 

QUESTION 9

You are working with delimited flat files and want to enforce a primary key on a flat file by using a Check Knowledge
Modules (CKM). However, you encounter an error. 

Why did this happen? (Choose the best answer.) 
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A. It is not possible to enforce constraints on some technologies such as flat files and Java Messaging Service (JMS)
queries. 

B. It is not possible to enforce constraints on any technology. 

C. It is only possible to forward-engineer it to the flat file definition. 

D. It is possible to enforce a primary key on a flat file by using a CKM; however, you have to save it as a fixed file. 

Correct Answer: D 

(http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/data-integrator/learnmore/odi-best- practice-
datawarehouse-168255.pdf) 

 

QUESTION 10

Your project requires a loop through the same package logic 24/7. You must be able to purge those executions when
required. 

How do you accomplish this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Link the last step of the package to its first step to create an infinite loop. 

B. Create a scenario from the package, add the scenario as the last step in the package, run it asynchronously, and
then save and regenerate this scenario. 

C. Create a scenario from the package, add the scenario as the last step in the package, run it asynchronously, and
then save. 

D. Drag the package to the last step in the package, run it asynchronously, and then save. 

Correct Answer: B 

(http://www.rittmanmead.com/2015/04/di-tips-odi-convert-to-flow/) 

 

QUESTION 11

Which statement is correct about the tasks that Standalone Agents perform? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. They update or modify code to be executed, check security, select database servers, and update log files after
execution. 

B. They schedule scenarios to be executed, check security, constraints and update log files after execution. 

C. They retrieve code from the execution repository and request database servers, operatingsystems, or scripting
engines for execution. 

D. They schedule code from the execution repository and update log files after execution. 

Correct Answer: C 

(http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/integrate.1111/e12641/overview.htm#ODIGS423) 
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QUESTION 12

Your package logic requires you to retrieve the status of the previous package step into a variable. 

How must you implement this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create a variable, useodiRef.getPrevStepLog ()in the SQL query in its Refreshing tab, and add a variable as a
Refresh Variable step into the package. 

B. Create a variable, useodiRef.getPrevInfo ()in the SQL query in its Refreshing tab, and add a variable as a Refresh
Variable step into the package. 

C. Create a variable, useodiRef.getStep ()in the SQL query in its Refreshing tab, and add a variable as a Refresh
Variable step into the package. 

D. Create a variable, useodiRef.getPrevStepStatus ()in the SQL query in its Refreshing tab, and add a variable as a
Refresh Variable step into the package. 

Correct Answer: A 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIKD/odiref_reference.htm#ODIKD1237) 

 

QUESTION 13

If multiple changes occur on the source system but have not yet been processed by ODI, the J$ table contains entries
for each change for the records sharing the same PK. 

What happens at run time when a Mapping gets executed? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. All distinct entries are processed. 

B. Only the latest entry is processed based on theJRN_DATEfield. 

C. Only the first entry is processed based on theJRN_DATEfield. 

D. A PK violation occurs due to the duplicated entries and the entries are inserted in the E$ table. 

Correct Answer: B 

(http://www.ateam-oracle.com/understanding-the-odi-jkms-and-how-they-work-with- oracle-goldengate/) 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify two correct Restart values for parallel steps in load plans. (Choose two.) 

A. Restart from new session. 

B. Restart from failure. 

C. Restart from failed children. 
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D. Restart all children. 

Correct Answer: CD 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIDG/loadplans.htm#ODIDG1409) 

 

QUESTION 15

Which tables created by ODI contain error records? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. ERR$ 

B. ERROR$ 

C. ODI_ERR$ 

D. E$ 

Correct Answer: D 

(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/odi/ODIKD/ckm.htm#ODIKD925) 
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